
Click here to see a map of active wildfires. 
 

 

The following information is current as of  July 31, 2018 

Incident name and number Glenfir (K51256) 

Incident Commander Glen Burgess 

Contact information Information Officer: 
Marla Catherall  
Email: marla.catherall@gov.bc.ca 
Phone:  250 819-4191 
Hours: 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. only  

Fire camp Okanagan Complex Fire Camp 

Incident overview 
 

Estimated at 100 hectares in size. 
38 BCWS personnel on site today. 
Air support, as required.  6 helicopters are assigned to the complex. This 
wildfire is now classified as being held. 

Weather forecast A strong upper ridge will continue to provide hot and sunny conditions. 
With this air mass becoming slightly more unstable, there is a 20% risk of 
an afternoon thunderstorm. Temperatures will be around mid 30’s 
today, and southerly winds will gust up to 40 km/h near Kelowna and 
10-20 km/h elsewhere.  

Fire behaviour prediction Winds will remain light and temperature will start to decrease. With the 
forecast of instability, be prepared for some gusty conditions. This 
wildfire, however, is somewhat protected from northerly winds, but a 
southerly shift will cause some movement.  

Challenges Temperatures reached mid 40’s in certain areas on this wildfire. In 
addition, there is very little shade due to the lack of trees and 
vegetation. The spotty nature of this fire mixed with the steep and rocky 
terrain makes patrols difficult.  

Yesterday’s achievements A lookout on high ground equipped with binoculars was able to guide 
firefighters to visible smokes, effectively reducing the time it would take 
on foot.  

Today’s objectives Crews continue to patrol the entire perimeter extinguishing any 
remaining hot spots. Fire equipment will begin to be demobilized on the 
lower slopes of this wildfire. 

Other The Okanagan Complex wildfires will be transitioning to a new incident 
management team. New contact information for the new fire 
information phone will be posted on the BC Wildfire Service wildfires of 
note page once the changeover happens. 

Out of Control: Describes a wildfire that is not responding (or only responding on a limited basis) to suppression action, such that the perimeter 
spread is not being contained.  

Being Held:  indicated that (with the resources currently committed to the fire) sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is not 
likely to spread beyond existing or predetermined boundaries under the prevailing and forecasted conditions. 

Under Control:  The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire. 

Out:  The fire has been extinguished. 
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